Nano solar cell materials cannot sustain imprinted thermodynamic potentials yielding electrical fields for a charge separation. They have, therefore, to rely on kinetic mechanisms for current rectification and energy conversion. It is shown that treatment of WS 2 nano-sheet sensitized TiO 2 -material with organic thiols increases the photocurrent efficiency at least three fold. They bind to the WS 2 via the thiol sulfur to produce a charged surface state, which converts into an efficient electron transfer bridge in presence of suitable electron donors. These thiol bridges essentially operate in anodic direction. Thus they increase both the photo induced chemical affinity, which is proportional to the photovoltage generated, and the interfacial reaction rate which is proportional
INTRODUCTION
The solar energy reaching our planet (reflected light deduced) amounts to 121.000 TW (1TW=10 12 W) It is about the 8.000-fold of the world's energy consumption in 2010 . However, to date solar energy devices still suffer from low efficiencies or comparably high costs despite the ongoing research within this field. Nanocomposite solar cells have attracted considerable interest within this context. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] On one hand nanomaterials are easy to prepare which suggests significant economical advantages for solar cell production. 6, 7 On the other hand the resulting nano solar cells are still facing significant problems with respect to instability.
Most problems encountered with nanostructured solar cells appear to be related to an only partial understanding of the mechanism involved. Molecular kinetic mechanisms have to be functioning to facilitate current rectification and unidirectional electron transfer. 8 The importance of kinetic effects became, for example, visible with the work of Hodes et al. demonstrating that M a n u s c r i p t 3 the same nanocrystalline film exhibits n-as well as p-type behavior, depending on the hole or electron scavenger used as electrolyte. 9 However, a more fundamental understanding of nanocomposite solar cell function on the basis of kinetic electron transfer rectification is needed.
This has recently been attempted by deriving the nano solar cell function from the principle of least action, as applied to irreversible thermodynamics (principle of minimum entropy production). 10 The most straightforward strategy to increase the power output of a kinetically determined solar cell would be to rectify electron transfer by suppressing reverse reactions. For nano solar cells, interfacial electrochemical properties need therefore to be developed, which favor unidirectional electron exchange.
The present work aims at investigating the advantage of thiols for this purpose by adsorbing them to TiO 2 nanoparticles sensitized with WS 2 -nanosheets. 11 The thiols should enhance unidirectional electron transfer and thus current rectification. The idea of using thiols was derived from biology, where cysteine, a thiol group containing amino acid, has been playing a significant role in electron transfer since early evolution. 8, 12 Recently, organic thiols have been used to improve the performance of photovoltaic devices (PV). 13, 14 For instance, a few volume per cent alkanedithiols incorporated into a polymer/fullerene solution before spin-casting led to an increase of power-conversion efficiency by about 100%. 15 The results were explained by an increased efficiency in mobile-carrier-generation as well as an increased mobile-carrier lifetime due to changes within the heterojunction morphology. Moreover, quantum dot PV have been treated with organic thiols. [16] [17] [18] PV from ITO sensitized with PbS and PbSe showed higher efficiency when treated with ethanethiol. 19 The effect was explained by surface passivation due to the adsorption of organic thiols. Furthermore, Chen et al. reported on the use of n-butanethiol to improve the performance of P3HT/CdSe PV. 20 They concluded that monofunctional thiols are Herein we present a series of organic thiols as organic rectifiers for a TiO 2 /WS 2 nano solar cell and discuss their function with respect to their chemical structure.
EXPERIMENTAL
Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals were purchased from Fluka. All samples were heated to 150°C in order to remove water residues from TiO 2 pores prior to sensitization via chemical bath deposition (CBD). 21 First, pure sulfur was dissolved in 50 mL cymene (1-isopropyl-4-methylbenzene, CH 3 C 6 H 4 CH(CH 3 ) 2 ) to obtain a 0.1 M solution. Then the TiO 2 samples were carefully placed at 45° inclined to the vertical wall into a glass container with sulfur solution.
Then the solution was heated up to 170°C until the boiling point was reached. After 20 min (to allow the dissolved sulphur to penetrate the TiO 2 pores), W(CO) 6 The property of thiols to rectify electron transfer to the layer material has been experimentally deduced from photoelectrochemical studies 22, 23 of cysteine on MoS 2 , which has a similar electronic and crystal structure as WS 2 . If electrons are taken from a thiol sulfur that is attached to a metal, the electron density will be lowered and redistributed over the whole molecule. In contrast, donation of an electron to the sulfur is not possible which renders electron transfer through cysteine essentially rectified. The organic thiols used in the present work are summarized in Figure 2 . Beside cysteine itself (1,2) we chose two derivatives similar to cysteine but without amino group, namely 3-mercaptopropionic acid (3) with a C2-spacer and thioglycolic acid (4) with a C1-spacer between the thiol and the carboxylic acid function.
Furthermore, we tested thiosalicylic acid (5) bearing an aromatic C6-ring as well as thiophenes carrying a carboxlic acid in 2 and 3 position (6,7). (5) improve the photocurrents but two tested thiophene carbonic acids (6,7) decreased the photocurrent output. The low performance of the thiophene derivatives 6 and 7 may be explained by the reduced ability of the thiophene sulfur to bind to the WS 2 /TiO 2 surface due to the absence of a thiol group. Table 1 shows, under comparable conditions, the effect of different thiols on the performance of the nanophotoelectrode sensitized with WS 2 . The relationship between the chemical structure of the organic thiol and its ability to improve the photocurrent is not fully clear at the moment. As indicated by the drop of efficiency when thiophenes are used, the thiol group seems to be important for effective binding of the molecule onto the surface. Surprising is the dramatic drop of photocurrent output when 3 was used instead of cysteine, indicating the importance of the amino group for efficient rectification.
From earlier studies of cysteine-molybdenum disulfide interaction and its effect on the photoelectrochemistry of the system 22,23 it could be expected that cysteine is also attaching to Unidirectional electron transfer can not easily be described via the standard Marcus theory of electron transfer, since the relevant quantum processes allow a facile inversion of the mechanism.
To make electron transfer directional, feedback processes on molecular electronic level are required. This means, the electron transfer should be accompanied by a polarization of the M a n u s c r i p t 10 molecular environment. Such a polarization mechanism is excluded in the Markus approach for electron transfer. But it has to be considered for uni-directional electron transfer. An electron restructures the environment during passage so that a return of the electron is made improbable.
Such mechanisms, i.e., self-organized or stimulated electron transfer, are apparently only accessible for phenomenological theoretical calculations. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] One reason is that a quantum process does not know time, a "before" and "after", needed for feedback mechanisms (the time in M a n u s c r i p t 
